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Bodleian Update for MSD and MPLS 
Our staff are still working hard in support of our students and colleagues across the MSD and MPLS.

Online Access: The Bodleian Libraries has a wealth of online resources which are available to University members 
even though our physical library spaces are closed – details can be seen at http://bit.ly/BodleianOnline.  

Ebooks: We are continuing to significantly expand our collections of online textbooks with new purchases of 
individual titles and via temporary access to entire collections. For example, we now have access to the LWW 
Health Library ebook collection (https://lwwhealthlibrary.com/) and have recently loaded over 1,500 new eBooks 
into SOLO, with more on the way. Details of expanded eBook provision can be found at 
https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/e-books/covid-19. 
Our teams have already checked MPLS and MSD reading lists and “hotlists” of heavily borrowed items for 
online availability.  However, over and above this we are very happy to receive recommendations – please email 
recommendations to enquiries.rsl@bodleian.ox.ac.uk (MPLS) and hcl-enquiries@bodleian.ox.ac.uk (MSD).

ORLO (online reading lists):  We are already working with several departments across MSD and MPLS to make 
core reading lists available online via ORLO and we are keen to expand this further across both Divisions.  
Our staff are already working remotely adding reading lists to ORLO on behalf of academics and depending on staff 
availability and demand, it may be possible for the Bodleian Libraries to do the data entry 
and some other aspects of the work for you.  If you would like to provide an 
online reading list for your students please email the following details to 
olishelp@bodleian.ox.ac.uk to get started:
• Department
• Programme of study
• Name(s) of reading list(s)
• Number of students (needed for CLA)
• When course is taught
• Your contact details
The Bodleian Libraries does not provide support for tutorial reading lists beyond setting up a skeleton list.   

Searching, Training, Help and Advice: Our expert Outreach and Subject Librarians can provide information 
skills training and advice via telephone, Skype, Teams and other online platforms.  We have expanded our Live Chat 
service, available 9am–7pm every weekday and 10am-7pm at weekends from our website, LibGuides or SOLO.  
Remote assistance from RSL staff is available at enquiries.rsl@bodleian.ox.ac.uk. 
Our Outreach Librarians continue to provide in-depth literature and evidence searches in support of MSD research 
and clinical care (email hcl-enquiries@bodleian.ox.ac.uk). 

3D printing and VR equipment loans:  Unfortunately it has been necessary for us to suspend the RSL’s 3D 
printing service and VR equipment loans until further notice. 

Physical Libraries:  In line with the rest of the Bodleian Libraries, the Vere Harmsworth Library (the temporary 
home for the RSL) has closed until further notice. However, at the request of the OUH Trust our library at the 
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre and the Cairns Library at the JR remain open 24/7 but are unstaffed with all facilities 
available expect for access to book collections.  

Book Loans: All book deliveries and loans have now ceased. Existing book loans will auto-renew until 19 June 2020 
(in the first instance), and fines will be waived.
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Opening Hours at RSL
Temporarily closed until further notice

Opening Hours at BHCL
For opening hours at the following sites, please see our website:
• Cairns Library, John Radcliffe
• Knowledge Centre, Old Road Campus
• Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre Library
• Horton General Hospital Library

Open Access news
Open Access Enquiry and ORA services continue
The Bodleian’s library sites are closed but our Open Access teams are working from 
home. Please continue to email the OA Enquiry team (openaccess@bodleian.ox.ac.uk) 
if you have questions about Act on Acceptance, depositing in ORA or any 
other OA-related matters.
ORA is still available.  The ORA team are continuing to review and process deposits, and 
can be reached via email: ora@bodleian.ox.ac.uk.

Oxford’s RCUK/UKRI block grant policy 2020-21
The new RCUK OA block grant year has begun (1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021). 
Oxford has received a new grant and our allocation policy continues as before.  
Further information is on the OAO website at 
http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/2020/04/01/oxfords-rcuk-ukri-open-access-block-grant-policy-2020-21/.  
Our RCUK block grant page 
http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/applying-for-funding-from-oxfords-rcuk-open-access-block-grant/ has been updated, along 
with the application form and Oxford allocation policy.
A list of Oxford’s Read and Publish agreements is on our Publisher payment schemes 
page at http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/faq-publisher-pre-pay-schemes/.  We currently have 
R&P deals with the following publishers: Company of Biologists, Institute of Physics 
Publishing, Microbiology Society, Portland Press, Springer and Wiley (enabling all Oxford 
corresponding authors to publish research articles open access regardless of whether 
RCUK-funded or not).

Consultation on UKRI’s open access policy
Because of COVID-19 the deadline of the UKRI Open Access consultation has been extended by six weeks until 
noon on Friday 29 May. UKRI is consulting on its open access policy for peer reviewed 
research articles and academic books that acknowledge UKRI funding, to replace the 
current RCUK OA policy (http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/sponsor-requirements/). The 
Bodleian Libraries is leading on drafting the University’s submission working directly with 
the four academic divisions, Oxford University Press and Research Services.  This will 
take into account any comments submitted by university colleagues on any of the 
questions set out in the consultation document (below) to Amy Warner-May, Associate 
Director Scholarly Resources, at amy.warnermay@bodleian.ox.ac.uk by our original 
deadline of 20 March.  
• UKRI consultation document 
 (https://www.ukri.org/files/funding/oa/open-access-review-consultation/)
• Summary of UKRI OA review consultation questions 
 (www.ukri.org/files/funding/oa/full-list-of-consultation-questions/)
• About the UKRI OA review 
 (www.ukri.org/funding/information-for-award-holders/open-access/open-access-review/)
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